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Abstract:  Now-a-days life is becoming very busy and stressful, while dealing with such life peoples tends to 

forget common things in everyday life. They forget switching off fan, light, while going outside. Some people resist 

to turn off appliances due to various problems such as difficulty in walking, laziness, old age of person, busy 

schedule etc. Most recent problem in large building is to turn off water motor pump when tank gets fully filled, due 

to which wastage of water takes place as well as large amount of power is consumed due to which electricity bills are 

increasing day-by-day. Many times, gas leakage from household cylinder gas takes place which leads to huge 

destruction due to fire outbreak. In such outbreak, loss of life also takes place which is most sorrowful moment of 

individual’s life. So, to deal with such situation there should be one system which will automatically turn on/off 

appliance according to room temperature or on our command. Also, this system should acknowledge us with leakage 

off gas to prevent loss of life. To deal with all of these problems, we are coming with our project “Home automation 

system using GSM and Alexa” which can solve day-to-day life problems making our life comfortable. Our system 

not only turn ON/OFF fan, light, pump on command given to Alexa but also, we can operate them from thousand 

miles away from home using GSM module. This system will not only save wastage off natural resources but also will 

reduce expense on electricity bills.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

                   Home automation” refers to the automatic and electronic control of household features, 

activities, and appliances. The utilities and features of our home can be easily controlled via Internet. There 

are three main elements of a home automation system: sensors, controllers, and actuators. Even though the 

technology is developing in our day-to-day life, there is no help coming into existence for the people who 

are physically not good on the basis of technology. As the speech enabled, home automation system 

deploys the use of voice to control the devices. It mainly targets the physically disabled and elderly 

persons. Home is the place where one desires to be rest after a long tiring day. People come home 

exhausted after a long hard-working day. Some are way too tired that they find it hard to move once they 

land on their couch, sofa or bed. So, any small device/technology that would help them switch theirs lights 

on/off or play their favourite music etc. on a go with their voice with the aid of their smart phones would 

make their home more comfortable.  

                     The web of things is the most widely recognized element utilized in home robotization 

frameworks. an Arduino ESP8266 with remote modules prepared is utilized to control the framework. 

Being associated through Wi-Fi it empowers to control the framework from 7 to 8 gadgets one after 

another which was unrealistic utilizing Bluetooth and the range was additionally brought together locally 

[1]. The Smart home is needed because human can forget to turn OFF the devices. The purpose is to 

control some key home devices by voice. Using Alexa is also useful for controlling home appliances. It 

controls all the appliances at home [2]. This automation framework we can use cloud and internet to 

monitor any appliance from anywhere using a wireless medium. The designed voice activated automation 

system supplies the microcontroller with a voice command that manages the system according to the 

provided command. several other apps like Google Home, media players, weather maps will be 

incorporated to a most personalized user-controlled [3]. This project was to propose a cost-effective voice 

controlled (Google Assistant) home automation controlling general appliances found in one’s home. This 

system is highly reliable and efficient for the aged people and differently abled person on a wheelchair who 

cannot reach the switch for the switching ON/OFF the device and are dependent on others [4]. The features 

to be possessed by an ideal system for home automation with remote access. A GSM network is identified 

as a candidate for this. However, the data channel of GSM must be used to provide internet access [5].            
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II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 

The proposed solution is described in the block diagram {Fig .1} given below:  

       

 Fig.1: Block diagram of Smart home automation system   

 The components use in above block diagram are describe below:                

 Solar PV-Array: - To generate electricity by using sunlight. A solar panel generate 36v in 

our college. There such solar panel are connected in series to get 108v.  

 Inverter: - This device converts 108v (dc) into a 220v main voltage and this main voltage is 

used to run project.  

 Relay driver: - Relay are using relay driver IC ULN2003 because we cannot directly provide 

5v/30mA from micro-controller to relay. 

 Wi-Fi Alexa: - Alexa is used to turn ON/OFF appliance by giving voice command.  

 Temperature sensor: - We are using LM35 senser to calculate the room temperature so the system 

       can decide whether to switch ON fan or NOT.  

 Light sensor: - LDR sensor is used as light as light sensor. This sensor is used by system to  

decide whether to turn ON light or NOT. 

 Gas sensor: - This sensor is used by system to detect whether the water tank is filled or not.  

 Micro-controller: - PIC18F2522 is micro-controller which is brain of system and it regulates 

 all the function and control of the framework. 

 Wi-Fi module: - Wi-MOS 32 is module used for connecting Alexa with system. 

 LCD: - All the function of the automation frame work is displayed on LCD accordingly.  

 Regulator: - IC7805 is used as regulator to convert 12V from power supply to 5V. This 5V 

is provided to PIC micro-controller.   
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III. Experimental set-up:-  

   

 
  

                                Fig.2: Implementation of Smart home automation system   

 

                                    In the above circuit (Fig.2), transformer TR1 step down 220v Ac to 12V Ac, further this 

12vAC rectified to 12vDc using Diode D1 and D2 with filter capacitor. As PIC, sensors, LCD, GSM and wimos 

requires 5VDC, hence a regulator IC 7805 is used, which keep constant 5v in its output irrespective of any voltage 

between 6-21v in its Input. A capacitor C2 is used a storage capacitor, which stores 5v and gives to the circuit if a 

excessive requirement is there. After getting power supply ON, Pic requires initial reset, for which a resistance R2 

and Capacitor C3 is used as a Power-ON reset. Resistance R3 with NTC(thermistor) forms a voltage divider. The 

output at this voltage divider is inversely proportionate with the temperature, i.e if temperature increases the output 

voltage decreases and vice-versa. Resistance R4 with LDR also forms a voltage divider. The output at this voltage 

divider is vary with the intensity of Light, i.e if intensity increases the output voltage decreases and vice-versa. The 

output from both the voltage divider further gives to PIC controllers ADC pins, i.e pin No.2 and 3(RA0, RA1), also 

the output of GAS sensor is given to the third ADC pin of microcontroller. Microcontroller reads all the voltages 

with the help of ADC and displays on LCD. PIC reads the commands received from Wimos module and take 

decision to ON/OFF the various Loads. As all the loads are works on 220V AC, hence a SPDT (Single Pole Double 

Throw) Relays are used. PIC microcontroller cannot drives a relay directly because the output of controller is limited 

to 5v/30mA and relay requires 12v/60mA, hence a relay driver IC ULN2003 is used. In this experimental set-up, 

WiMos system is used as a Wi-Fi device which receives commands through Google  

                                       Assistance or Amazon Alexa. Initially login is required to create multiple devices with 

device IDs on Amazon Alexa and also registered the devices on Mobile phone app ‖Amazon Alexa/Google 

Assistance‖ from which we give the commands. Amazon Alexa is a Server on which all the information regarding 

Device ON/OFF status, device ID is stored. The Wimos device requires active internet connection for 

communication. This project will be able to control three loads (lamp, fan and pump) with voices commands using 

Alexa. The figure below shows a high-level overview on how the project works to control lamp – it works similarly 

for fan and pump. Alexa will respond to the following commands:  

 “Alexa, turn on lamp”   

 “Alexa, turn off lamp”  

 “Alexa, turn on FAN”  

 “Alexa, turn on FAN”  

 “Alexa, turn on ALL” turns on ALL    

  “Alexa, turn off ALL” turns off ALL  

When we say something like “Alexa, turn on lamp”, the Wi-MOS 32 will trigger a relay to turn on lamp 1. When you 

say something like “Alexa, turn off lamp 1”, the Wi-MOS 32 will send a signal to the relay to turn off the lamp. This 

works similar to lamp 2.  
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  

Hence, the system developed by us is able to switch ON and switch OFF the various appliances connected with it by 

giving the command.to the Alexa or by sending massages to GSM module. Also, the system senses the environment 

of room using various sensor like light sensor, temperature sensor, etc. and turn on the fan and light accordingly. Gas 

sensor will detect gas leakage and will inform individual through SMS.  
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